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our view

Don't knock developers
amid condo sales slump

J

ust 6½ years ago, Duluth
developer Mitch Sill, then
71, was looking toward
retirement. Tired of shoveling and lawn care and wanting the freedom to come and
go as a snowbird, he partnered with a Minneapolis
developer and proposed converting the old Duluth
Armory site on London Road
into upscale condominiums.
“We just don’t have housing options like this,” he told
a News Tribune reporter.
“And I’ll admit I want one of
the units.”
The Armory project never
happened, but several other
condominium projects did, to
the point where a market void
of condos for retirees and for
others became a city filled
with such units.
The demand was filled the
way any community would
want, through private investment.
But has the supply become
too ample? The News
Tribune’s Peter Passi reported
Monday that the most visible
of Duluth’s condo projects, the
45-unit Superior Vista development at the top of Mesaba
Avenue, is half empty.
Similarly, only four of eight
condos built in the former city
water and gas building on
West First Street, across from
City Hall, are occupied. Only
half of the 30 units at Lester
River Condominiums are
sold. And only 10 of 23 condos
found buyers at what used to

be Proctor Junior High
School. The partial list illustrates a 35 percent drop in
condo sales in Duluth this
year.
Blame the economy for
sales that slowed and have
now grounded to a seeming
halt. Blame the unexpected
and sudden shutoff of market
demand on declining consumer confidence.
But don’t assign blame or
criticize developers. They
stuck their necks out. They
breathed new life into aging,
unoccupied and seemingly
unusable buildings. And they
developed and redeveloped
sites in need of attention.
Even the Superior Vista project replaced a business — the
Buena Vista restaurant and
motel — that, while exceedingly popular, was in need of
modernization and was struggling to compete with the big
chains and their free continental breakfasts, heated
swimming pools and abundance of low-rate rooms.
Like any community,
Duluth needs businessminded individuals willing to
launch projects and make
investments. The result, more
often than not, is a betterlooking and a more-viable
region. Here, as anywhere,
investors and developers are
needed to take chances —
even when it means exposing
themselves to razor-tongued
critics eager to second guess.

readers’ views
Same-sex marriage
jeopardizes family structure

Believe it or not, there’s good reason why domestic partnerships
haven’t been legal for more than 200
years. It’s because traditional marriage is provident. Natural chemistry produces offspring.
That’s why marriage is a political
issue and is expounded in the first
paragraph of the Declaration of
Independence as follows: “The separate and equal station to which the
Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God
entitle them.” It’s not a religious reason because every consensual man
and woman can marry.
Gay and lesbian couples don’t
want to assume the station of a traditional marriage. Ordaining a law
that enforces that a man doesn’t need
a woman is against nature. Privilege
without the responsibility doesn’t
qualify as equal.
Our country’s family-centered
infrastructure is in jeopardy, and
same-sex marriage is throwing dirt
on the grave.
That would be the conclusion —
except someone, somewhere, thinks
that’s not very equal. So, what’s all
the fuss about? Simply stated, there’s
less of a possibility that extinction
will occur with a man and a woman.
You know, a man needs woman;
even a gay man does. Appreciation
for the relationship, most often

doonesbury

called marriage, ought to begin at
birth. And a woman quite often
thinks that relationship could work.
One thing that’s certain about
extinct civilizations, for one reason
or another, no progeny survive.
What can violating the laws of
nature bring? The worst possible scenario is for everyone to agree that
same-sex marriage is a right. No children, then, are born.
The political solution is for lesbian women to have intercourse
with gay men, and the lack of compatibility naturally complicates conception.
Real freedom doesn’t violate the
rights of others. As the saying goes,
it’s not good to fool Mother Nature.
Is it too late to rescind that ordinance?
TIM RILEY
DULUTH

Questions for Cheney
Former Vice President Dick
Cheney has been arguing lately that
the methods used to question
detainees were justified because they
produced results.
To attempt to discover whether
this is true, ask two questions:
Does the end ever justify the
means to the end?
And do I believe I should do unto
others as I want them to do unto me?
MEL BAUMAN
LITTLE MARAIS
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a minnesotan’s global view

Bahraini woman promotes
her country half a world away
READ MORE
Coons’ book, “Culturally Speaking,” is available at:
ᔢ UMD bookstore
ᔢ www.bookhousefulfillment.com
ᔢ www.culturallyspeak.com has autographed copies

Mary
Coons

I

n the end, after nine months of
careful planning, organizers of
the Summit on Equity,
Diversity and Multiculturalism
at the University of Minnesota
Duluth were forced to shift to
Plan B.
Fortunately, what could have
been a disaster was still a success.
Psychology instructor
Brenda Butterfield, who encourages university students to get
involved with short-term,
international-service learning
projects coupled with studyabroad classes, worked diligently this semester to promote
Arab Muslim culture in her
“marriages worldwide” course.
I introduced Brenda to Maryam
al Sheroogi in December when
Brenda was visiting Bahrain.
As a part-time Bahraini resident these past three years, I
happened to be in the kingdom
when Brenda arrived. She was
so impressed with Maryam’s
knowledge and obvious love
and loyalty of her country that
she immediately invited
Maryam to Minnesota to participate in her class and workshop
with me, coinciding with UMD’s
two-day Diversity Commission
summit March 30-31.
Unfortunately, Maryam was
not permitted to leave her job
within the Ministry of
Education to participate in person.
Thus the shift to Plan B.
During my travels to and
from Bahrain, I had heard
many generalizations and misconceptions that Americans
have of Bahrainis and vice
versa. This became the driving
force behind writing my book,

“Culturally Speaking:
Promoting Cross-Cultural
Awareness in a Post-9/11
World,” with its message of dispelling ignorance and promoting understanding.
My UMD presentations —
both interactive and lecturestyle — focused on creating dialogue for exploring assumptions
and demystifying generalizations that Americans have
about Bahraini Arab Muslims. I
spoke specifically about
American-Bahraini generalizations and insights into Arab
marriage customs.
A Skype hookup allowed
Maryam al Sheroogi to interact
live with the daytime campus
audiences. It was a perfect way
to promote a country and learn
firsthand about the complex fabric that intertwines culture and
religion.
Sheroogi was warmly
received as she shared her perspective as a Bedouin Arab
woman. In every session, time
expired before she could answer
the bombardment of questions.
“The best way to truly understand another culture is to actually live it, but this is rarely
possible for most Americans,”
Brenda told one audience.
“Having an articulate Arab
woman who is obviously very
proud of her country and culture participating made the
experience all the more rewarding. I can’t tell you how grateful
I am to have had the opportunity to partner with both of these
women.”
Following the Alworth
Institute-sponsored lecture,
Cindy Christian, program associate for the Royal D. Alworth
Jr. Institute for International
Studies, wrote to me: “Those in
attendance that were more

familiar with the stereotypes
credited you with your clarity
and courage in tackling issues
that can lead to very emotional
and politicized interactions.
You clearly helped to promote a
greater understanding of these
two cultures.”
How successful were the sessions on exploring assumptions
and generalizations that
Americans have toward Arab
Muslims and vice versa? We
may never know for sure as the
seeds that were sown during
those two days will take time to
bear fruit. At the end of one of
the sessions, however, an
American student who had
served in the military and
fought in Iraq walked over and
shook hands with an Egyptian
Muslim student, telling him he
was pleased to have participated in the workshop, acknowledging how he had just been
exposed to an entirely different
perspective from what he had
experienced in Iraq.
My book’s message is that
ignorance is the enemy — not
the Arab world or the American
government — and once this
ignorance is dispelled, we can
begin to promote awareness,
understanding, and tolerance
for each other’s culture, religion
and customs.
MARY COONS of Hanover, Minn.,
spends four to five months a year
in Bahrain and is contributing
editor of the Bahrain Telegraph,
a monthly business magazine.
She also works with professionals, helping them to communicate more clearly through writing, and with others, helping
them to document their family
histories.

Yes, our soldiers and their
families are strong. But we have
continued to treat our soldiers and their families as
expendable.
The shooting earlier this
that three years ago told military
month is the kind of tragedy you
family members we had to get a
get when we make warfare an
sense of humor to cope with our
unending proposition dumped on
loved ones’ extended deploya few citizens.
ments. Nationally we were
I’m amazed the Pentagon
Obama was wrong to extend
advised to “walk like ducks” so
expressed surprise about the
the Afghanistan war and add
we could laugh.
recent homicides in Iraq (“U.S.
that to the burden already placed
Our government has made it
soldier allegedly opens fire at
on our military and their famia practice to systematically
stress center,” May 12).
lies.
The Pentagon and our govern- ignore the mental-health conIf Americans value Memorial
cerns of soldiers and their famiment have a practice of deployDay, they will share some of the
ing soldiers on second, third and lies. Extended wars have fallen
solely on the backs of 1 percent of sacrifice, somehow, in their comfourth tours of duty, whether
munities.
the population.
they have post-traumatic stress
So my question: Why do the
JOAN NAJBAR
disorder or not. Medications are
DULUTH
prescribed and soldiers sent back Pentagon and our administration act like this 1 percent of our
into battle without being moniThe writer is the mother of a National
tored. This is the same Pentagon population is made of steel?
Guard soldier.

reader’s view

Soldiers, families being
treated as expendable
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Garry Trudeau

Letters to the editor are a
critical part of the community
dialogue, and the News
Tribune attempts to publish all
letters of opinion meeting our
requirements.
Letters are limited to 300
words, must be the original
work of the author and must
be exclusive to the News
Tribune. Letters are edited for
style, space, accuracy and civility.
Letter writers are limited to
one published submission
every 30 days.
With rare exceptions, the
News Tribune does not publish
poetry; letters that are anonymous, libelous or attack other
writers; consumer-complaint

letters; thank-you letters; or letters generated by political or
special-interest campaigns.
We will consider exclusive
Local View columns of 600
words or less. Authors should
possess unique insights, and
their commentaries greater
knowledge of their subject than
letters.
E-mail submissions to:
letters@duluthnews.com.
Mail to: Readers’ Views,
Duluth News Tribune, 424 W.
First St., Duluth MN 55802.
Fax to: (218) 720-4120.
Submissions must include a
full name, address and daytime
phone number. Only names
and hometowns will be published.

